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The Pure Symetry 
Principle of Self 
Organization

(Fusion Principle/
Alchemic Principle/
Implosive Principle/
Phase Conjugate/
Fractal

Core Concept The discipline or field The Body of Evidence
Existing vs Current 
Research

Timeline/
Current Test Strategies
January February

The 7/5 Spin Principle
ANU
Hex vs Pent in Power 
Spectra

Water/
Hydrodynamics/
Vortex symmetries

Fractality - lifeforce - 
coherence in water 
measures: 
+ GDV 
+ Microcapacitance (Dan)
+ CAMP (Alex K)
+ Light scattering 
(Patterson)

Magnet PC Linear Test ---
Magnet Jitterbug (Dodeca)
Test----
Fermentation 
Pent - Blossom/germinate
vs
Hex - Storage fixation 
prevent decay
Also "flavour frequencies"

(Feb results on "flavour 
frequencies"

Revealed by harmonic 
analysis/
Octave vs Fire Harmonics

Electromagnetic Field 
Theory (for self 
organisation):
+ PC Dielectrics 
+ PC Optics
+ PC Magnetics

Dielectrics: 
+ Orgone (growth 
enhancement)
+ Ceramics and cements 
(growth enhancement and 
electro smog shielding)
Magnetics (for water 
purification/sedimentation
)

PCC crystal fermentation 
effect measured, 
conductivity effect 
measured:
Next step is independent 
lab review (CPI) and 
commercialisation 
analysis.

Analyse PC ceramic 
composites for electro 
smog shielding - and 
growth rate accelerator 
containers - and 
organic reaction 
acceleration effect.

Stages of growth/energy
consciousness

Charge in air 
Charge in space
Lifeforce in biologic 
architecture

Fractality in air 
measures/lifeforce 
measures/freshness 
measures: 
+ Korotkov GDV
+ Rob/Dave freshness 
meter
+ Dan capacitance EGG

GDV Fifth Element Tests
Lifeforce Space Meter 
Minaturisation Project (Dr 
Korotkov)

?



+ Microwave scanner? 
(Bob D)

Evolutionary steps of all 
plasma bodies 

+ Phytobiology
+ Genetics

Fractality in plant 
morphologies measured by 
power spectre.
- Fold algorhythms in 
DNA evolution measured 
by spectral emissions. 
("Boson 7" / 
"Microchloridians")

"Fields of Form" testing.

Allies doing DNA 
emissions harmonic 
analysis.

?

Evolution of Pure 
Intention

Stages of consciousness 
measured by 
EEG/brainwaves

Conscious leap correlated 
to jump from octave to 
golden ratio (Hex vs Pent) 
in brainwave harmonics.  

The new form of the Bliss 
Tuner brainwave 
biofeedback.

?

Stages of successful death +  DNA death (apoptosis)
+  Death in the human 
aura
Successful death is 
implosive plasma 
migration

Examples:  
Measuring cellular 
metabolic acceleration 
converting from catabolic 
to anabolic (Wuttke)
- measuring successful 
human death reveals the 
plasma symmetry of DNA 
(Kluver Form Constant)

Marty's measurements (on 
metabolism) 

Dr Korotkov's 
measurements of death.

Fractal Economic Theory - Evolution of Money 
System
Money is the symbol 
which mediates distributes 
HUMAN energy.

Fractality (in money 
system) perfects 
distribution by reduced 
storage- creating life and 
abundance.(in electric 
fields which create life)-
Defining abundance for 
economics in new money 
system.




